The April 2014 otter (and water vole) survey of Dorset
The third county-wide same-day otter survey of Dorset took place on Saturday 27th April. It very nearly
didn't because there was a fair amount of rain the day before and most rivers were running above, in
some cases well above, their normal levels. We decided to go ahead in the full knowledge that we
would probably record less evidence but we wanted to see what the effect would be. There were
showers on the day itself but most surveyors managed to get round their sites without getting
drenched. There was a record number of surveyors out in the field (60 had said they would be available
and results were received from 53). A summary is given (together with the figures from the previous
two surveys) in the table below.

No. of surveyors
reporting
Potential sites/reaches
No. of sites or reaches
reported
Average Sites per
surveyor
No. positive
% positive
No. with fresh evidence
Separate otter 'groups'
Scaling up - estimate of
otter numbers

Apr 2014
53

Oct 2013
45

Apr 2013
39

530
300

520
274

513
339

6

6

8

65
22
18
15
42

73
27
22
20
54

124
37
36
27
60

We followed the usual - and very approximate - procedure (see August 2013 newsletter) to estimate the
number of otters in Dorset. At just 42, this is down on the two previous surveys but this is almost
certainly due to the large number of sites which could not be surveyed adequately due to high water
levels.
Let's hope for better conditions next time.
Here is the map showing where we found the fresh evidence.
We managed to follow the tradition of at
least one surveyor managing an actual
sighting on the day; this time it was three
otters at the Blandford hot spot.

This was the first survey where we asked specifically for reports of water vole evidence. There is no
reason to suppose that a good otter survey site will be good for water voles but a growing number of
surveyors are mentioning the presence of holes or tracks; droppings and feeding evidence are more
difficult to spot but we may include these topics in a future training course. There was one sighting.
This map shows (blue
symbols) where water vole
activity was evident. As
more surveyors learn to
spot the signs we should
be able to improve on this
but it's a start.
Next time we'll include
mink evidence as well.

